
 

 

Advertising Terms and Conditions   

 

For this document the ‘Advertiser’ is the party who are paying Caradz to place advertising.  

 

Advertising placed for my business by Caradz will be placed on the front drivers door the front passengers 

door and if possible on the rear area of the car. It is understood that in a few cases the rear of the car may 

not be suitable for advertising placement. Advertising areas on cars vary but Caradz will endeavor to make 

maximum use of any space that considered suitable within the above mentioned areas for advertising.  

 

All contracts will be for a minimum of one year. 

 

All adverts must be up to the advertising standards of the advertising standards committee. If any 

complaints are made about advertising due to the content of the advert then Caradz reserve the right to 

remove any advertising. Caradz will endeavor  to replace any advertising however this will be at the cost of 

the advertiser. 

 

Any missed payments in an installment plan will be deemed as a termination of this contract and any 

advertising in place will be removed and any outstanding monies owed will be perused by Caradz including 

collection costs. 

 

It is understood that when an advert or adverts have been agreed to that they can not be changed for one 

year unless a new agreement is reached with Caradz. 

 

Agreement or approval for advertising can be given over the internet. 

 

Caradz reserves the right to refuse advertising slogans or campaigns of any content whatsoever. Any 

connotations towards political or religious messages must be clearly outlined before advertising is placed. 

Discovery of political or religious messages placed in adverts that have not been agreed to will result in 

removal of all adverts at the advertisers cost.  

 

Continuation of advertising after one year. Caradz will continue all advertising after the minimum period of 

one year. Contact will be made by Caradz either by phone or email to agree a continuation of an advertising 

campaign. If no response if forthcoming from the advertiser the contract will be terminated and advertising 

removed. 

 

The number of cars agreed on to advertise for the advertiser may not be reduced during the one year period 

unless prior arrangements have been made with Caradz. 

 

Print full Name.................................................................................................................................................. 

 

Business that you Represent.............................................................................................................................. 

 

Date............/.............../.................... 

 

I have read and agree to the above terms and conditions 

 

 

 

Signature........................................................................... 

 

 

 

 


